cosmetri has revolutionized our workflow. From thirty spreadsheets a day to one slick software application and hours less work. I wish we had found it sooner!

Jasper Dicker, Director | JLP Cosmetics

cosmetri software provides cosmetics and personal care companies with solutions that will help your business streamline operations and bring your products to market, faster and more cost efficiently, while complying with ever more stringent regulations.
SOFTWARE FEATURES

**cosmetri GMP (ISO:22716)**

Cosmetri GMP is a comprehensive management system for GMP ISO:22716 compliance. This affordable, turnkey solution enables rapid deployment and minimal disruption to your business. Configure precise policies for quality management throughout your business workflow, ensuring continual improvement and traceability of all chains of command and key user actions. Works standalone or integrated with the Product Manager. See p.7 for further details.

**Manufacturing**

Cosmetri’s built-in manufacturing capabilities enable tight integration with compliance and accurate batch traceability. A batch ticket contains instructions for your production team. At the dispense stage, Cosmetri will display available raw materials batches, generating a dispense list and labels. During the pack-out stage of the manufacturing order, simply enter the number of units filled and all packaging inventory will be calculated and deducted. See p.6 for further details.

**Product Lifecycle Management**

From project initiation to R&D, formulation, compliance approval, manufacture, batch traceability and product retirement, cosmetri’s Product Manager provides the tools required for effective management of all stages of the product’s lifecycle. Batch protocols provide snapshots of every batch of a product, while the PIF/dossier is easily kept up-to-date. The EU Ingredients Watch monitors your formulas (EU). Full EU regulatory data included in all plans, with options in Product Manager v.4 including US/FDA, ASEAN and China. Compliance Checker displays total compliance % score and warns of missing data or documents, generating a task for each required action. One-click PIF/dossier export. Manage product labels with precise control of label of ingredients, including generic/EU and US formats. Export label dossier including all artwork, required symbols and content.

**Testing / QA**

Create test groups for quality control of formulas, raw materials, packaging items, manufacturing orders and retained samples. Tests can be simple pass/fail or ‘done’ type, such as for building standard operating procedures, or laboratory tests for e.g. pH, viscosity, color etc. Fast test configuration and results entry. Stability testing panel, with easy overview of results trends and repeat test due dates. Configurable QA workflow minimizes risk of human error. Full audit logging of approval status changes and export of comprehensive test reports. Print bar-coded sample labels for identification of test sample groups.

**Costing**

Calculate and optimize profitability based on distributor and retail price. View formula costs in L/kg as you formulate. Advanced product costs calculations, including per unit size costs of raw materials, labor, packaging, shipping and full BoM. Compare profitability and costs for different production amounts, including setting price points for purchase of materials. Material costs can be entered in any currency with live conversion to your base currency at current exchange rate.

R&D / Formulation

Create projects to develop concept, target market and timeline. Project manager can approve project and clone details as basis for product specification. Intuitive, fast formulation includes options to view on-the-fly costs and associate raw materials with production stages. Build formulas, directly from over 27,000 cosmetic ingredients, or from your raw materials library. Formulate in %w/w, weight/volume/drops, including US and metric. Compare formula versions side-by-side and export all formula data. Perform safety calculations and view/manage safety data for the formula.

Compliance

View ingredients breakdown of formula by %w/w, including perfume allergens and colorants. Configure compliance zones and custom ingredients black-lists. Ingredients Watch monitors your formulas (EU). Full EU regulatory data included in all plans, with options in Product Manager v.4 including US/FDA, ASEAN and China. Compliance Checker displays total compliance % score and warns of missing data or documents, generating a task for each required action. One-click PIF/dossier export. Manage product labels with precise control of label of ingredients, including generic/EU and US formats. Export label dossier including all artwork, required symbols and content.

cosmetri GMP is a comprehensive management system for GMP ISO:22716 compliance. This affordable, turnkey solution enables rapid deployment and minimal disruption to your business. Configure precise policies for quality management throughout your business workflow, ensuring continual improvement and traceability of all chains of command and key user actions. Works standalone or integrated with the Product Manager. See p.7 for further details.
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Cosmetri’s built-in manufacturing capabilities enable tight integration with compliance and accurate batch traceability. A batch ticket contains instructions for your production team. At the dispense stage, cosmetri will display available raw materials batches, generating a dispense list and labels. During the pack-out stage of the manufacturing order, simply enter the number of units filled and all packaging inventory will be calculated and deducted.
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Calculate and optimize profitability based on distributor and retail price. View formula costs in L/kg as you formulate. Advanced product costs calculations, including per unit size costs of raw materials, labor, packaging, shipping and full BoM. Compare profitability and costs for different production amounts, including setting price points for purchase of materials. Material costs can be entered in any currency with live conversion to your base currency at current exchange rate.
MANUFACTURERS

Key benefits for cosmetics manufacturers

- batch tickets
- intuitive dispense
- quick inventory check
- one-click pack out
- batch protocols
- integrated compliance
- full QA control
- stability testing

Create manufacturing orders and apply full quality control and testing, including materials allocated to the production. Generate detailed batch/dispense tickets and bar-coded dispense labels. Auto-update of your locked production formula by the manufacturing order ensures association with the currently used raw materials batches and enables continual compliance monitoring. Integration with the cosmetri GMP ISO:22716 module adds advanced GMP features for manufacturers. Check our website for the latest integration options, such as with third-party ERP, MRP and accounting applications.

We are a skin care manufacturer and cosmetri is an invaluable piece of software that is central to our manufacturing processes.

Philip Devery, Compliance & Development | Green Angel Skin Care

GMP ISO:22716

cosmetri GMP compliance solution

Today we had an annual audit from the Dutch health inspection team. They were very enthusiastic about our implementation of cosmetri for achieving compliance with cosmetic cosmetics Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) ISO:22716.

Christian Nauta CEO | Ginkel’s Cosmetica

The only software designed especially for cosmetics GMP ISO:22716 compliance. Available as a standalone application or integrates with cosmetri’s Product Manager, providing manufacturers with a complete management system for GMP. For full details visit www.cosmetri.com/gmp.

✓ internal auditing
✓ issue management with CAPA
✓ product recalls
✓ OOS investigations
✓ customer complaints
✓ supplier reviews
✓ EDMS for GMP (SOPs, WIs, etc)
Effective, secure client management

How your data is kept secure

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Apply for Service Provider status to effectively manage your client services, using shared tools, data standards and workflows:

Use cosmetri to provide enhanced services, such as:

- Client restricted login
- Compliance monitoring
- Manage client’s PIFs and product data
- Manage data for safety assessments
- Publish data to client’s account
- Client project collaboration tools

Your data is protected by the same high-grade encryption technology (256-bit SSL) used by the world’s top banks. We use secure, salted password encryption and industry-leading scanning software to ensure continuous, maximum protection of our servers and software.

- Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encrypted data transfer
- HTTP/2 latest protocols – faster, low bandwidth requirements
- Industry-leading security scanning technology
- Servers located in Germany, with strict data privacy laws
- Set precise user read/write permissions
- High-strength salted password protection
- 24/7/365 server monitoring
- Hybrid-cloud solution available

FULL DATA PROTECTION

How your data is kept secure
cosmetri’s international client base includes businesses of all sizes - from small brand owners to contract manufacturers managing thousands of products. We pride ourselves on our fast, friendly service and commitment to the continual development of our software to harness the latest technology and security protocols.

"cosmetri is exactly what we needed. We have tested almost all the products on the market, this is the best. Also, it is very easy to use, very intuitive. Additional bonus: everything is in one place, perfect! Did I mention superior service?"

Marek Hewryk  CEO  |  4VOO

"This is a big step for our company as we have outgrown our old archaic method of generating formulas in Microsoft Excel and using non-industry specific manufacturing software. I’ve been amazed about how quickly I can enter formulas in to cosmetri. It all just makes sense!"

Robert Hohf  Microbiologist & Quality Assurance Lead  |  RainShadow Labs

"I think cosmetri is very good software and your attention to clients and detail are excellent. Good quality product, easy to use, simply explained and well serviced."

Egle Gudelyte Harvey  Founder  |  Latobula

― cosmetri has revolutionized our workflow. From thirty spreadsheets a day to one slick software application and hours less work. I wish we had found it sooner!"

Jasper Dicker  Director  |  JLP Cosmetics

"I checked and tried many software applications and eventually we chose cosmetri. It is always up-to-date for the regulations, and a great tool for formulation, PIF, and for the communication flow with all the departments (e.g. sales, project/product managers, supply chain and warehouse). Plus, it is way easier to use compared to other applications!"

Stefania Vattani  Cosmetics R&D Manager  |  Bevaplast B.V.
cosmetri’s Product Manager can be integrated with applications that support API standards, enabling synchronous and asynchronous data connection, for example with your MRP, ERP or accounting programs.

With data import tools, the time-consuming task of re-entering data from existing systems can be minimized. Our formula import wizard enables import of data from your spreadsheets. Enquire about seamless migration of your product data to cosmetri from other software applications (on-premise and cloud).

**APPLIED + INTEGRATION**

Data management and integration options

**WHY SAAS?**

Benefits of software-as-a-service

- nothing to install or maintain
- works with all major operating systems
- add unlimited users
- set user permissions
- access remotely or in the office
- connect all team members and departments
- software regularly updated
- available 24/7/365
- monthly or annual subscription
- transparent pricing and licensing

cosmetri’s software-as-a-service (SaaS) subscription model delivers many advantages of cloud computing. There’s nothing to download or install, thus minimizing IT infrastructure and maintenance costs for your organization. Your team can login from most Internet-enabled devices, providing your business with a single, secure platform and the tools required for getting the job done. Using cosmetri presents new opportunities for how you do business – such as connecting and sharing data securely with your clients, collaborating with service providers and affordably extending your team by adding virtual assistants.
Our customers testify to our personal, friendly service and fast support response times. All plans include a free getting started consultation and software walk-through, with further training hours included, according to the plan you choose.

Easy to follow PDF guides explain how to use each of the features of cosmetri, with a Getting Started video showing you step-by-step how to configure your account and create your first product, right through to generation of a full product dossier (PIF).

**Included in your subscription:**

- staff training
- technical support
- user guides and videos
- data backup
- security
- software updates

If required, additional custom training and integration support is available by purchasing support packages of 3, 5 or 10 hours.

"cosmetri is the most intuitive software of this kind I ever used, the support is very fast and always helpful. The last update matched exactly what I needed. I’m very happy with cosmetri!"

Fabio Rama  Technical Director  |  ACE R&D
To find out more and to receive a free software trial and demonstration, visit www.cosmetri.com
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